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Experience 

Samsung Electronics 

DDR DRAM Product Planning Principal Engineer, Hwaseong  (Jan/2018~Present) 
 Establish strategic DRAM/HBM plans including long term DRAM product mix, DRAM roadmap and 

design-in strategy for servers, datacenters, client PCs, network equipment, DTVs, SSDs and IoT 

 Made strategic plans how to make a deep technical collaboration with the DC customers  

- Prioritized the DC customers through their technology readiness and technology leadership 

 Provided technical solutions and supports for customers 

- Mitigated the DRAM single bit error rate criteria of datacenter customers qualification 

 * Won “Task Incentive” in H2 2021 

- Resolved a datacenter customer’s qualification problem for a new process node DRAM module 

 * Received a special CEO award for new process node DRAM qualification in Q1 2021 

- Led a working group with a major PC manufacturer to resolve its RMT problem related to DRAM 

 * Won “Best Sales Support Award” in H1 2019 

- Resolved a parity DRAM component problem for a 5G network router of a China network manufacturer 

 * Won “Best Penguin Award” in Q4 2018 

 Was involved in making a plan to develop the world first CXL-DRAM 

- Proposed DDR4 media for the CXL-DRAM FPGA card and to move DDR5 media for mass-production 

- Developed customers who could execute PoC of CXL-DRAM through server systems 

 

DRAM Product Planning/Technical Marketing Principal Engineer, China (Nov/2014~Dec/2017) 
 Managed a DRAM product planning and technical marketing group of about 8 people including 

performance review, daily supervision, and training 

- This DRAM team members won the annual technical support award twice in three years 

 Made China DRAM marketing strategies including DRAM product mix and design-in strategy for China 

servers, datacenters, client PCs, network equipment, DTVs and IoT 

 - Defined and prioritized key customers to make a deep collaboration through technology readiness, 

technical leadership and market analysis 

  : Inspur, Lenovo, Huawei, Baidu, Alibaba, Tencent, Lenovo PC, Xiaomi PC and Huawei PC 

 Expanded technical supports for China server, client, network, DTV and IoT product manufactures 

- Initiated and set up a technical support center in China for its OEMs and the datacenter customers to 

provide quick solution to DRAM and system related problems 

- Collaborated with Chinese CPU and SoC companies to enable DDR4 for servers, DTV SiP product and 

China national super computer project (Tianhe II) 

 

LPDDR DRAM Product Planning Senior Engineer, Hwaseong (May/2011~Oct/2014) 
 Analyzed the mobile phone system trends and the memory requirements to define LPDDR4 and beyond 

 Defined LPDDR4 in a pre-JEDEC consortium and JEDEC as a DRAM architect and SIPI specialist 

- Established the concept of LPDDR4 and the specification of LPDDR4 

- Proposed and defined LVSTL IO interface and In-DRAM ECC in JEDEC for the first time 

 Collaborated with major mobile SoC companies such as Intel, Qualcomm, Samsung LSI and MTK 

- Analyzed killing application usage in the mobile application like a cell phone, a tablet and small IoTs 

- Analyzed the power and thermal effect of SoC, DRAM and display in a cell phone form factor to define 

how much DRAM power consumption had an effect on the phone performance 

- Led and resolved several technical issues with SoC vendors including a Wi-Fi sensitivity level problem 

 Defined why LPDDR4 is more beneficial for mobile devices compared to WideIO2 

- Compared the pros/cons including bandwidth extension, power consumption and manufacturing infra 

 Built up LPDDR3/LPDDR4 market enabling strategy and eco system into the mobile phone application 

and the PC client application 

- Defined key technology factors for mobile phone application and prioritize mobile SoCs/OEMs through 

their technology readiness, technology leadership and market analysis 



 

- Achieved several LPDDR3 & LPDDR4 validation to mobile SoCs and Intel CPUs 

- Set up an SIPI simulation based verification process and proper criteria with key SoC vendors  

- Set up open labs with key SoC vendors and one smart phone manufacturer to validate their first systems 

 * Received “Best Product Planning Award” in 2012 H2 

 Published “LPDDR3 board design guide” which is the most popular tech white paper in 2011 and 2012 

 Attended a training program of “ARM Cortex-A57 Hardware Design” 

 

DRAM/SRAM Circuit Design Engineer, Hwaseong  (Mar/2001~May/2011) 
 Designed several DDR3s/GDDR3s/GDDR5s/High Speed SRAMs with several process node technologies 

- Designed IO circuitry, SIPI, clock tree, PLL/DLL, data path and DRAM/SRAM core.  

- A GDDR5 device achieved the highest per pin speed of 7 Gbps at that time 

- Provided expert resolution on several troubles including ESD solution, tSH increase, tDQSCK variation 

reduction, Cio reduction and input Vref noise reduction 

- Developed a brand new input buffer to compensate the PVT variation -- Published two patents 

 Investigated the technical feasibility to define DDR4 JEDEC specification -- Published one patent 

 Set up several functional verification tools using Verilog and SPECMAN* to verify QDRII SRAM, 

TCAM and PRAM (* SPECMAN is a functional verification tool) 

DRAM Product Engineering/Process Architect Engineer, Kiheung (Jan/1998~Feb/2001) 
 Analyzed DRAM failure using electrical testers like ADVAN testers and MOSAID testers through the 

comprehensive knowledge of DRAM and DRAM fabrication process 

 Set up an innovation method for a pre-failure determination system by monitoring ET, CD tolerance and 

wafer failure bitmap 

 Set up the world 1
st
 real system based DRAM test system to screen using Assembly language 

 

Education, Skills and Languages 

 
 Bachelor’s degree, Electronics (1998), Kookmin University, Seoul Korea 

- GPA: 4.07/4.5 (3.62/4.0) 

- Received 6 semester academic scholarships including Sungkok scholarship for the first place of GPA 

 

Skills and Languages 
 

 Key Skill - Hspice, Verilog, Perl, Python, C/C+, SPECMAN 

 Language - Korean, English, Chinese 

 

Patents and Papers 
 

 Patents 
- In Dal Song, et. al., 2015, “Method for operating memory device and apparatuses performing the 

method” US8988101B2 

- Yunseok Yang, 2014, “Input buffer,” US8891329B2 

- Tae-Young Oh, et. al., 2014, “Stacked semiconductor memory device, memory system including the 

same, and method of repairing defects of through silicon vias” US8654593B2 

- Yong Shik SHIN, et. al., 2014, “Nonvolatile memory device including sudden power off detection 

circuit and sudden power off detection method thereof,” US8873328B2 

- Yunseok Yang, 2013, “Input buffer,” US20130315005A1 

- Tae-Young Oh, et. al., 2011, “Semiconductor chip package and method of manufacturing the same,” 

US20110309468A1 

  

 Papers 

- Yunseok Yang, et. al., 2000, “Study of the effect of the NEW ground noise by dynamic disturbance,” 

Samsung Technology Forum 

- Tae-Young Oh, et.al., 2010, “A 7 Gb/s/pin 1 Gbit GDDR5 SDRAM With 2.5 ns Bank to Bank Active 

Time and No Bank Group Restriction,” IEEE Journal of Solid-State Circuits 


